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for example, the version of.net framework used in the desktop edition of visual studio is the most recent
version of the.net framework available. however, the version of.net core used in the ide is what we felt was a
more appropriate, and at that time, the most recent.net core available. we also introduced some new ui
elements to emphasize the fact that visual studio was a product of vs code and its version is tied to the latest
version of vs code. version numbers were changed from a microsoft standard to a visual studio standard. the
first time you invoke the add-in manager, it will open with the latest visual studio version. since its arrival in
visual studio 2019, the visual studio marketplace has been the main channel for ide add-ins and extensions.
however, we recently discovered that a large number of extensions available in the marketplace are only
compatible with visual studio 2019. we regret this situation. visual studio intellicode lets you quickly preview
the type of a variable or function and offers possible replacements. intellicode can recognize the type of a
variable or function and offer alternatives. get performance guidanceintellicode can suggest type-correct and
performance-friendly alternatives, based on the context. see what intellicode can do at
https://code.visualstudio.com/docs/editingtools/intellicode or by going to intellicode help. to unlock visual
studio, you must have an office 365 subscription. your office 365 subscription will include visual studio and the
associated tools and workloads that you need to develop and test applications on windows 10. for more
information, see visual studio subscription types.
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